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Abstract
This research examines the New York Times’ visual coverage of four of the largest mass
shootings that have occurred in the United States in the past four years: the Parkland High
School shooting on Feb. 14, 2018 (17 victims); the Sutherland Springs Church shooting on Nov.
5, 2017 (25 victims); the Las Vegas shooting on Oct. 1, 2017 (58 victims); and the Pulse
Nightclub shooting on June 12, 2016 (49 victims). The aim of this study is to understand how the
New York Times visually frames mass shootings. This study utilizes framing theory, which
suggests that how journalists frame events have lasting impacts on how the public understands
the causes and results of those events. With a discourse analysis method, this research found
consistent themes across front page photos as well as online photos and videos associated with
each event. The analysis revealed that the New York Times frames mass shootings using six
major themes: everyday places, collective fear, collective pain, youth, responsibility, and
authority. These themes suggests what readers of the New York Times will come to understand
and believe about mass shootings through the New York Times’ coverage.
Keywords: mass shootings, framing theory, gun violence, journalism
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Introduction
While gun ownership has been seen by many as essential to American culture, the United
States has been experiencing more and more mass shootings in the past few years. According to
the Washington Post, there have been 162 shootings considered “mass” shootings that have
occurred since 1966, not including any robberies, domestic shootings, or gang disputes
(Berkowitz, 2019). In those shootings, 1,153 people have been killed (Berkowitz, 2019). The
deadliest of these shootings in U.S. history have occurred in roughly the past 10 years
(Berkowitz, 2019). The shooting in Las Vegas in 2017 was the deadliest shooting in U.S. history.
Because many Americans don’t see a mass shooting first hand, much of what people
understand and see from these mass shootings comes from how the media portrays them. The
way mass shootings are visually portrayed is something that media organizations must heavily
consider from an ethical standpoint. Journalists traditionally have walked a line between showing
images that portray an event truthfully while also not showing images that are too graphic for the
public. Many journalists follow the Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics, which
reads “Journalists should balance the public’s need for information against potential harm of
discomfort” (SPJ Code of Ethics, 2019). Media organizations usually implement this ethical
guideline by not showing too much blood or bodies in photographs.
Along with not being too graphic, journalists have to weigh whether or not they should
show photos of the shooter themselves. Some news outlets have shifted their coverage of who
the shooter is in recent years to not include their photo or name on the front page. Many people
argue that giving the shooter the notoriety they want will only make the shooter famous and
inspire copycats. It’s also been argued that showing the shooter’s face can retraumatize victim’s
families. This push was spearheaded by the No Notoriety campaign, founded in 2012 by Caren
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and Tom Teves, whose son died in a shooting in Aurora, Colorado. Since they started
campaigning for news organizations to not give the shooter notoriety, the campaign has made
progress. In 2015, after a shooting in Oregon, CNN’s writer Brian Stelter linked this campaign as
the reason that CNN didn’t show the shooter’s face and only said his name occasionally in
coverage the day after. NBC, ABC and CBS, meanwhile, all showed the shooter’s picture on TV
(Stelter, 2015).
And lastly, news organizations must weigh posting online a new media that comes along
with the modern age: the presence of eyewitness video taken during the shooting by bystanders
or by security cameras. Blinder, Montgomery and Healy weighed this new problem that news
organizations must consider in their article “Texas Church Shooting Video Raises an Unsettling
Question: Who Should See it?” They write, “Releasing (the videos) could affect the integrity of
law enforcement investigations, re-traumatize families of victims and feed online voyeurs and
conspiracy theorists, officials say…But others argue that keeping the videos out of public view
masks the true horror of mass shootings and allows politicians and the public to avoid
confronting their bloody reality” (2017). Media ethics experts say that journalists have to
consider whether “publishing such invasive, traumatic images adds substantially to the public’s
understanding of a shooting,” like if it contradicts a police report or could contribute to police
education (Blinder, Montgomery, & Healy, 2017). Some videos of mass shootings, such as a
video of the Sutherland Springs shooting taken by a security camera, hasn’t yet been released by
authorities (Blinder, Montgomery, & Healy, 2017). On the other hand, studies have shown that
showing graphic violence can be a higher motivator morally, which could suggest that releasing
these videos could be effective from a motivating perspective. A professor at the University of
Buffalo found in a study that those who watched more violent coverage of an event were more
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motivated to do something about the violence’s perpetrators than those who watched coverage
that didn’t include violence. “When subjects watched the most graphic clip they felt the most
acute levels of anger and disgust, moral emotions that predicted increased desire for
intervention” the researcher, Matthew Grizzard, said (Gambini, 2017). He went on to say that
journalists should start considering what is effective over what is tradition (Gambini, 2017).
In this study, I chose one media organization to take a close look at their visual coverage,
rather than choosing to compare many organizations’ coverage of one shooting. I chose the New
York Times because they are a news sources with one of the largest digital and paper circulations
within the United States. The New York Times is known for its accomplishments in journalism; it
has won 125 Pulitzer Prizes in journalism as of 2019, which surpasses any other news
organization (Peiser, 2019). Along with that, the New York Times is known for its strides it has
been taking to embrace online journalism in a digital age. In February of 2019, the New York
Times reported that it had hit a goal of $709 million in digital revenue in 2018, which puts it on
track for its stated goal of $800 million in sales by the end of 2020 (Peiser, 2019). Because of the
revenue bump, the Times was able to add 120 newsroom employees in 2018, brining the number
of journalists to 1,600, which is the largest count in its history (Peiser, 2019). While in January
of 2019 BuzzFeed laid of 15 percent of its work force and Verizon Media announced a 7 percent
cut to its media divisions, the New York Times stands as a representation of an organization
doing well (Peiser, 2019). Because of the example the New York Times holds in journalistic
practices and new media practices, I chose to study how they have visually conveyed mass
shootings in the past few years.
With this background in mind, it’s an important time to analyze how the media is
portraying mass shootings through visuals, including videos and photos. For this analysis, I will
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study how the New York Times visually conveyed the damage of four of the largest mass
shootings in the United States that occurred within the past three years (2016-2019): including,
the Parkland High School shooting on Feb. 14, 2018 (17 victims); the Sutherland Springs Church
shooting on Nov. 5, 2017 (25 victims); the Las Vegas shooting on Oct. 1, 2017 (58 victims); and
finally, the Pulse Nightclub shooting on June 12, 2016 (49 victims) (CNN Library, 2019).
The goal of this study is to answer: how are mass shootings visually framed by the New
York Times? Paying attention to how journalists frame these events is important, as framing
theory suggests that the frames used by journalists will integrate into viewers’ worldview and
opinions over time.

Conceptual framework
Framing Theory
Journalists and editors that work in media act as gatekeepers of information and events. It
might not be obvious at first what media organizations choose to prioritize in their coverage,
especially in visual coverage. But by looking at a range of images in one research project,
researchers can find choices of what to show that might not be otherwise obvious when just
looking at one photograph (Fahmy, 2010).
Framing theory is an apt lens to use while analyzing a media organization’s coverage of a
certain event. Framing theory suggests that, to convey information, journalists and the media
organize their stories around a variety of ideas, or frames, to reduce the amount of information
and to help the viewers interpret the event. Through these frames, journalists provide audiences
with a way to organize and understand information and events. Frames are “organizing principles
that are socially shared and persistent over time, that work to symbolically and meaningfully
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structure the social world” (Reese, Gandy, & Grant, 2001). Frames are “manifested by the
presence or absence of certain keywords, stock phrases, stereotyped images, sources of
information, and sentences that provide thematically reinforcing clusters of facts or judgments”
(Entman, 1993). Along with characterizing what and why something happened, framing acts as
proof surrounding an issue and “confirms whether something happened at all” (Gustafson, 2016).
Framing theory suggests that these frames have a large impact on audience’s perceptions
of events and social issues. The media can explain and characterize problems, make judgements
on those problems, and suggest answers to those problems through the frames they use. Frames
determine what is relevant out of an event and suggests what the main issue is from that event
(Gustafson, 2016). An important aspect to note of framing theory in this paper is that when
photographers and journalists use a certain frame over time, audiences will then integrate into
these frames into their world view through an ideological lens (McQuail, 2005). Because the
frames shape how the public interprets events, “the public’s main understanding of social issues
derives from a framed construction provided by media over time and from a select perspective”
(Gustafson, 2016).
Analyzing how mass shootings are framed visually is important because images have a
lasting impact on memory and perception. Images act to “externalize events in a way that allows
us to recognize them as real” (Zelizer, 2002). Photos become a way that the public can share a
memory collectively, and from a certain point of view. In this way, “photos often become the
primary markers of memory itself,” (Zelizer, 2002). Photos function as a way for people to
visualize trauma and work through their disbelief regarding a traumatic incident (Zelizer, 2002).
People can see and continue to see the shock and trauma of the event through the photograph,
until belief can be worked through. They also become a way for people to experience grief
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collectively. Photos become a way for people “to travel from the highly individuated experience
of trauma to a post-traumatic space where the collective can again emerge” (Zelizer, 2002).
Methods
For this study, I used a discourse analysis method. The idea of discourse is central to this
method. Discourse is “groups of statements that structure the way a thing is thought, and the way
we act on the basis of that thinking,” (Rose, 2016). Discourses are communicated through all
kinds of visual and verbal images. The diversity of forms that a certain discourse can take points
to the importance of intertextuality in the discourse analysis method. Intertextuality “refers to the
way that the meaning of any one discursive image or text depend not only on that one text or
image, but also on the meanings carried by other images and texts” (Rose, 2016). Because the
discourse method relies on the idea of the power of discourse, power is a central idea to this
method. Power is everywhere just like discourse is everywhere. The founder of the discourse
method, Foucault, suggested that certain discourses dominate others because they are located in
powerful organizations and also because the discourse claimed an absolute truth (Rose, 2016).
The most powerful discourses, Foucault said, “depend on assumptions and claims that their
knowledge is true” (Rose, 2016). The discourse analysis is a helpful tool for looking at how
images construct accounts of the social world.
To perform the discourse analysis method, I performed the following steps outlined in
Visual Methodologies’ chapter “Discourse Analysis I.” I first gathered artifacts that spanned a
topic, but I didn’t gather so much information that it was overwhelming and impossible to
analyze. I then attempted to forget all preconceptions about the materials that would be analyzed.
I then immersed myself in the materials, and looked for the images interrelation with each other.
I formed a list of themes (either reoccurring words or images) and coded every time that theme
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appeared in the material. I considered connections between those words and images. I asked,
how does the image work to persuade? How does it produce effects of truth? I focused on
complexities and contradictions between the images. I tried to read and look for what is not seen
in the images. Then, I drew conclusions. This analysis method is a process that focuses on
intertextuality, the methods of production, and it centers around questions of power. It was a
useful method overall when reviewing images and videos that span different mass shootings.
Analysis
I reviewed one article and one front page spread related to each of the four shootings. The online
article included embedded photos and videos. The following themes emerged as the most
consistent: collective pain, collective fear, responsibility, youth, authorities, and everyday life.
Collective pain
Collective pain was the theme that emerged the most often across all four shootings. This
theme emerged through photos containing subjects crying or showing obvious grief, while
embracing another person, whether it be a full embrace or an embrace from the side. For
example, a photo from the shooting in Parkland shows a young girl crying, while her father hugs
her from the side and they appear to be walking forward. The girl is young, obviously a student,
with headphones wrapped around her neck – a part of the image which signifies a common
teenager look. A similarly framed photo appears on the same online article, of a boy hugging his
mom amidst a crowd of people. At the Sutherland Springs shooting, a woman is pictured with a
face of obvious grief and pain. She is photographed while tightly embracing another woman
whose face is hidden from view. The woman visible is crying, but in the embrace, she seems to
show comfort from the hug of the other woman. From the Pulse Nightclub shooting, two men
embrace as one of the men sobs into the other man’s shoulder. On the same online article in a
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similarly structured picture, a man is shown wiping his tears with a napkin while in the embrace
of another man.

Left: Darren Abate/Associated Press; Right: Steve Nesius/Reuters

Left: Hilary Swift/New York Times; Right: Saul Martinez/New York Times
This photo frames the pain and grief that come as a result of these mass shootings. Each
photo shows obvious deep grief. Instead of a photo focusing on the actual violence and physical
damage that was done, this theme focuses on the aftermath and the internal emotions and damage
that comes with the aftermath. It’s also important to point out the collective nature of this pain.
These photos don’t focus on a grief experienced alone (which could be visualized through a
person crying alone). Rather, it demonstrates that this grief is experienced together and
collectively. It’s a grief that’s comforted through the presence and embrace of another person.
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This photo is evident across different times, shootings, and communities. It shows a pain
being experienced across different genders, races, and age groups. The pain is literally shared
with another person – as visually evident in the picture – and the pain is shared nationally,
through the prevalence of this picture across all four events. This photo therefore frames a
current national moment: a pain collectively shared across the nation as a result of gun violence.
Youth
The presence of youth was evident in many of the photos, highlighting the theme of youth
affected by gun violence. The theme is obvious within the coverage of the Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School shooting, where a student walked into the high school with a gun and
killed 17 students (Burch & Mazzei, 2018). The top video of the coverage shows two young
girls, eyes downcast and faces containing obvious grief (again demonstrating the collective pain
theme as well). The two other photos from the online article show young students hugging their
parents. Even more indicative of the youth theme is the front page photo from the Florida school
shooting. In the photo, two police officers crouch over a girl’s body. The full body is hidden
from view behind a truck, but her feet emerge. On her feet are sandals that look typical for any
teenage girl. Her feet are tiny, and stand in contrast to the police officers that loom large above
her. Although her feet take up a small aspect of the frame, the small, still feet suggest a childlike
innocence that stand in contrast to the severity of the situation taking place around her. The
photo also begs the question – is the girl alive? The panicked faces of the police officers suggest
to viewers that her situation is dire.
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John McCall/South Florida Sun-Sentinel
The youth theme is also evident in the Vegas shooting photos and videos. One of the most-used
photos to emerge from the Vegas shooting is an image of three teenagers running amidst people
laying on the ground, avoiding gunfire. The three kids duck while two of them hold hands. Their
faces are fearful but seemingly determined to get beyond the line of site from the shooter. The
lights in the background from the concert and one of the girl’s cowboy boots stand in sharp
contrast to the fear on the faces of the three young runners. This photo appears at the top of the
online article as the cover photo of the video, and as the front page photo as well. While there are
other photos of adults crying and police officers on the scene, the visibility of this photo as the
top picture in both mediums demonstrates how the New York Times chose frame the children
affected, rather than highlighting adult victims who appear in other photographs.

David Becker/Getty Images
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Even in shootings outside of high schools or country show concerts, children are still
framed as main subjects of the photos depicting those affected. On the front page of the
Sutherland Springs Church shooting is a photo of people at a vigil, holding candles. At the front
of the vigil are two children with solemn looks on their faces. Next to them is a boy who looks
even younger, wiping tears from his eyes as an older woman (possibly his mother) embraces him
from the side.

------

A"'POftS--,.IWIIIIJwt•S..IM'-4Spn...,T...Jt«ttw~acF'..aa.p.. o-dl. n..~._,_.,.,.... r-s .. n.

Todd Heisler/New York Times

Through the repetitive and visible use of photos with children, the New York Times
frames children as one of the main groups affected by these shootings. The photos frame that
they are the victims of gun violence, both as physical victims and victims to the emotional pain
that gun violence causes. As children are known as the innocent ones of society, this photo could
appeal to viewer’s emotions more than a photo of an adult crying could.
Authority
Another common theme that emerged within the images and videos was one of local and
national authority figures, coming in after the chaos to help control it and make sense of it. In
these photos, FBI agents monitor the scene, peer into the side of a hole in the wall for clues, or
walk around the perimeter of the area.
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Left: Joe Raedle/Getty Images ; Right: Jim Young/Reuters

Left: R. Thomas Gonzalez/ European Pressphoto Agency; Right: Ethan Miller/Getty Images
In these photos, journalist photographers frame officials as being on the scene, picking up clues
and securing the area. The police are framed as there at the scene, responsive, looking for clues
and helping victims. But this is a bit of an ironically placed frame, because the police are coming
in after the action happened, rather than stopping the violence before it occurred. The police
stand around the scene, unhurried, unable to take back the damage that has already been done.
The New York Times here frames police as on the scene, but only after the damage has been
done.
Everyday Places
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The everyday places theme is evident through photos of detail shots from around the setting of
the shooting. One photo shows a sign from a resort down the road from the Pulse Nightclub with
the words “Pulse Unbreakable” on it. Another shows a detail shot of a few flowers laying on the
sidewalk, next to caution tape. This theme also emerged through videos where a bystander of the
shooting says “We lost some really great people today. These people did the Thursday night
meals (at our church), they played the music” highlighting the everyday nature of the people
affected (Montgomery & Fernandez, 2017). An hour-long video at the bottom of the online
article displays a normal Sutherland Springs church service held weeks before the shooting.

Left: video by Natalia Osipova/New York Times; Right: Hilary Swift/New York Times

Left: Sam Hodgson/New York Times, Right: Video by First Baptist Church of Sutherland
Springs, Texas
When the New York Times adds these details from the scenes where these shootings happen, they
frame the locations as everyday places with everyday people. The sign and the sidewalk might
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not be that unlike signs and sidewalks that some of the viewers walk past every day. With these
photos and videos, the journalists frame the locations to be typical and normal, rather than faraway places affected by the seemingly far away concept of mass shootings. With the use of these
relatable photos and videos, the photojournalists bring the concept of mass shootings down to a
level that’s relatable to the viewer.
Collective Fear
In the online article of the Pulse nightclub shooting, the Florida shooting, and the Vegas
shooting, the New York Times does include eyewitness video taken from inside of the shooting.
Each of the three videos begin with “This video includes scenes some may find distressing.” The
Vegas video includes eyewitness video from people crouching at the venue while the shooting is
happening. You hear people say “We can’t go yet, it’s still happening,” and hear gunshots and
screaming. Someone sitting in a truck takes video as bodies are wheeled by. “This is horrible,”
you hear the man taking the video say (Belson, Medina, Perez-Pena, 2017). In the Florida high
school shooting, video is shown from within the school while the shooter is in the school. Kids
crouch under desks. In one scene, viewers can hear gunshots going off outside of the classroom.
The boy taking the video yells “holy s**t!” The video then shifts to another video that shows a
SWAT team entering the classroom to take the students outside of the classroom. In the frame,
viewers can see a student’s hands shaking as they hold them up (Burch & Mazzei, 2018). In the
Pulse Nightclub shooting video, the video begins with showing people dancing at the nightclub.
The video doesn’t contain footage of the actual shooting. The video includes footage of Pulse
from the outside, and viewers can hear gunshots (Alvarez & Perez-Pena, 2017).
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Left: Video by Robin Lindsay/New York Times; Right: Video by Camilla Schick/New York Times
In each shot of eyewitness video, the frame is not stabilized, but jerky and chaotic. The
video of Vegas is dimly-lit and it’s hard to tell what is going on. Viewers can’t see the person
taking the video footage, which gives the eerie effect of viewers being in the shooting
themselves, through the view of the video window. With the presence of these videos, the New
York Times frames what it would actually be like to be in one of these shootings. It shows little
details that wouldn’t normally be communicated through a picture, like sound or the shaking
hands of the person next to you. With the presence of these videos, the New York Times frames
the shooting as terrifying, chilling and chaotic. The videos allow for watchers to experience what
it would be like to be within one of these situations themselves.
Responsibility
Two different types of photos and videos emerged under the theme “responsibility.” The
first was photos of the shooter. Despite movements to prevent media organizations from showing
the shooters’ faces mentioned in the introduction section of this paper, the New York Times still
includes the photos of the shooter in the footage, sometimes in the form of a face photo on the
front page and sometimes as a photo embedded in a video.
Notably, two out of the four of the online articles – the Texas shooting and the Vegas
shooting – included a short, one-minute video about the AR-15 near the end of the article. The
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video is titled “The Gun Behind So Many Mass Shootings” (Montgomery & Fernandez, 2017).
The video explains the gun to be a common weapon used for mass shooters. It explains that the
gun is powerful and can be made even more danger. “The AR-15 is basically as powerful as
military grade assault rifles,” the video states (Montgomery & Fernandez, 2017). The video also
goes into how assault weapons were originally banned under the assault weapons ban that lasted
from 1994 to 2004. “One thing is clear: it can be an extremely lethal weapon,” the video ends
with (Montgomery & Fernandez, 2017).
While the video never directly says that people must vote for gun reform, the video
implicitly suggests it by outlining the dangerous quality of the AR-15 style guns. The placement
of the video at the bottom seems intentional. Viewers scroll through the online article past the
photos containing destruction and grief, and they finally land on this video, which visually lands
as a sort of conclusion to what caused the previously seen destruction and grief. The New York
Times’ placement of this video at the bottom of the articles may work be an effective placement
for persuading viewers toward the need for gun control.

Video by Drew Jordan, Natalie Reneau, David Botti/New York Times
Conclusion
Through the discourse analysis method, I found six themes emerge from the New York
Times’ visual coverage of mass shootings. The collective fear theme works to frame mass
shootings as a pain felt nationally, across borders of time, race, gender and age. From this theme,
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the viewers come to understand these mass shootings as not just a single event, but a deeply
distressing event that is grieved by many. The everyday places theme frames the places where
these events happen as every day, typical places, not that unlike the viewers’ places of residence.
The authority theme framed local and national authorities as sources of power that follow behind
the chaos, but don’t do much to prohibit that chaos on the front end. The theme of youth frames
children as innocent, yet the ones primarily affected by gun violence. The theme of fear frames
these events as terrifying and traumatic, even partially experienced by the viewer. And lastly, the
theme of responsibility links the responsibility of the event’s destruction to the presence of
automatic weapons in the United States.
Framing theory suggests that “the public’s main understanding of social issues derives
from a framed construction provided by media over time and from a select perspective”
(Gustafson, 2016). Over time, viewers integrate the lenses put forth by media organizations. So
with the lens of framing theory, we can suggest that over time, viewers will integrate aspects of
these above mentioned frames into their own worldview, opinions, and understandings of gun
violence. If viewers are adamant viewers of the New York Times, they will integrate a greater
understanding of the current threat, harsh reality and acute pain that gun violence causes into
their own worldview through the themes of everyday places, collective fear, and collective pain.
By showing the pain to be collective, by having viewers experience the fear, and by showing the
places to be typical, every day places, the New York Times’ coverage lessens the distance
between “us” the viewer and “them” who experience mass shootings. The photos and videos take
the concept of mass shootings, which may seem far away for many people, and make it tangible
and relatable through these three themes in particular. Through the theme of youth, viewers will
integrate into their own worldview a greater belief that young people are unjustly affected by gun
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violence. And finally, through the themes of responsibility and authority, viewers will integrate
frames of distrust toward authority regarding the prevention of gun violence into their
worldview, and they will integrate a stronger opinion toward the ban of automatic weapons in the
U.S.
This study adds to existing literature and contains some limitations. While there is
extensive literature on framing theory, more work could be done in regards to looking at how the
media portrays mass shootings. This research adds to existing research as it took a deep-dive into
one organization and looked at one newspaper’s method in particular, rather than looking at
many newspapers’ methods, which some scholars have done. Limitations include that the study
did not look at if these frames are actually effective demonstrators of mass shootings, and
actually convince people to end gun violence. Further research could show audiences images and
videos of gun violence, and measure their beliefs at the end of seeing those visuals. This study
also did not look at how coverage of mass shootings has shifted over time, which is another area
for more research. As mass shootings tragically continue to happen, it’s important that
researchers study how media organizations’ coverage of mass shootings contributes to the United
States’ ongoing gun control debate.
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